
“ By adopting EfficientIP’s SOLIDserver solution, we were able to simplify the management 
of DDI services within the group while reducing the costs associated with multiple solutions 
and ensuring a higher level of security for all subsidiaries.”

Alain Boudou, Service Owner of the DDI solution
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In addition to its 17,000 retail outlets in France, le groupe La Poste is now present in 63 countries, across 5 continents. This 
local presence is ensured daily by the 160 different professions exercised by the group’s 238,000 employees.

As it looks to evolve and transform, le groupe La Poste has opted for a multi-activity business model with mail, banking, 
parcels, a network of retail outlets, digital tools, and more. All are guided by a single objective: to make le groupe La Poste 
the leading provider of local services for everyone, everywhere, every day.

Each year, the group distributes more than 17 billion items (letters, printed advertising, parcels) around the world. In 2022, 
it achieved a turnover of 35.4 billion euros, of which 44% abroad.

Key Benefits
• Unification of DDI governance across all La 

Poste Group entities

• Faster deployment of DDI services for the 
various subsidiaries of La Poste Group

• Improved availability and performance of 
related services

• The establishment of a one-stop shop for the 
DDI to simplify management

• Reduced total cost of ownership for all 
subsidiaries

Project Objectives
• Unify and centralize DNS-DHCP-IPAM (DDI) 

solutions across all La Poste Group entities.

• Enable each entity to manage its addressing 
plan simply and autonomously.

• Strengthen security and vulnerability 
management related to the DDI.

La Poste
Improving Governance, Security and Cost  
with Unified DDI Management

http://www.efficientip.com/


Situation and Challenges Being Faced

i-TEAM, one of the Group’s IT departments (acting as a centre 
of IT expertise for the La Poste Group), wanted to offer a 
single solution to all of the Group’s entities as a repository for 
IP addresses and domain names. It was also to be backed up 
by internal and external IP address distribution and name re-
solution services. The idea was also to simplify the global ma-
nagement of the DDI (DNS, DHCP and IPAM), to reduce costs 
and to improve security and compliance, thus contributing to 
a better governance of its information system.

Previously a user of Infoblox, i-TEAM found this solution too 
rigid and not user friendly enough for the delegated users, 
who found it difficult to get to grips with the tool and were 
making configuration errors. I-TEAM also wanted to easily 
adapt its new solution to its specific needs to meet some of its 
requirements. Amongst these, the IT service centre wanted to 
reinforce the solution’s intrinsic security (partitioning), and to 
be able to simply deploy personalised management policies 
for the different entities.

One of the challenges faced by this IT department was to 
adopt a centralised and uniform DDI solution that would al-
low each of the group’s departments and subsidiaries to ma-
nage its DNS zones and addressing plans independently. Al-
though i-TEAM was already responsible for managing part of 
the group’s DDI infrastructure, several subsidiaries were still 
using their own solutions. This situation brought about hete-
rogeneity both in terms of general governance and in terms 
of compliance and security. Each entity also bore the costs 
of its own solution, both in terms of licences and resources. 

 i-TEAM’s IT department thus turned to EfficientIP’s SOLIDser-
ver solution, which was chosen for its capacity to meet these 
requirements. 

The Solution Implemented

i-TEAM commenced the roll-out of the EfficientIP solution wit-
hin its own infrastructure. Leveraging the flexibility of SOLID-
server, the IT service centre was able to fine-tune the solution 
to its needs, including the creation of delegated administra-
tor spaces to meet its cyber charter. Several control systems 
were also added around EfficientIP offering to ensure that 
the IPAM solution is fully partitioned and cannot be accessed 
via any unauthorized desktop. i-TEAM was also able to stan-
dardise the roll out of DDI resources by applying its naming 
rules and conventions. For example, for post offices, the IT 
service centre has implemented identification codes in the 
EfficientIP solution that automate the setting and roll out of 
DDI rules that must be applied to new addresses assigned to 
them. «One of the great benefits of the EfficientIP solution is 
its flexibility, which allows us to quickly adapt it to our most 
specific needs. We can also count on the unfailing support 
of the EfficientIP teams in these implementations», explains 
Alain Boudou, Service Owner of the DDI solution at i-TEAM. 

Once the first version of the solution had been implemented, 
i-TEAM was able to gradually integrate the various subsidia-
ries and structures of the La Poste Group into the new single 
IPAM architecture, notably La Banque Postale, the mail sec-
tion and the entire digital section. Currently almost 100% of 
the external addressing plan and addresses of the La Poste 
Group are managed within a single EfficientIP solution, i.e. 
almost half a million IP addresses with an average of 1000 
DHCP requests per second. i-TEAM has taken the decision to 
segment the different zones for each entity, ensuring that it 
is not possible to switch from one to another. In all, 28 SO-
LIDservers manage and provide DNS and DHCP services to 
156,175 IPv4 networks for over 10,000 DNS zones. 
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Main Results

«By adopting the EfficientIP solution, we were able to simplify 
the management of DDI services within the group while redu-
cing costs and ensuring a higher level of security for all sub-
sidiaries», explains Alain Boudou. The various entities of the 
La Poste Group thus retain control over their addressing plan 
while benefiting from a service entirely managed by i-TEAM 
with performance and availability levels guaranteed by SLA. 

La Poste benefits from a centralized and global management 
of its addressing plan, which makes it possible to improve the 
governance of the information system and network security. 
i-TEAM can easily push security updates to all the entities of 
the group and also minimizes configuration errors thanks to 
unified governance and increased visibility. The architecture 
is also robust and resilient and can support multiple devices 
going offline without affecting service continuity and perfor-
mance. 

Future Plans 

In line with its mission, i-TEAM will continue to onboard as 
many of La Poste Group’s subsidiaries as possible to the Effi-
cientIP solution. i-TEAM can rely on EfficientIP’s network dis-
covery and IP synchronisation solution to facilitate this migra-
tion for subsidiaries. i-TEAM has also moved from a physical 
server mode to a virtual machine (VM) strategy to facilitate 
the management and evolution of its IPAM solution. 

Among the most important projects, security is also key. 
Through this greater integration between the DDI solution 
and its security architecture, i-TEAM wishes to set up in-
creased automation of the roll out and configuration of secu-
rity devices (firewalls, IAM, etc.) for even greater efficiency of 
the NetSecOps teams.
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“ One of the main benefits of SOLIDserver is its flexibility, which allows us to 
quickly adapt it to our most specific needs.”

Alain Boudou, Service Owner of the DDI solution at i-TEAM. 
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As one of the world’s fastest growing DDI vendors, EfficientIP helps organizations drive business efficiency through agile, secure and reliable network infrastructures. Our unified management 
framework for DNS-DHCP-IPAM (DDI) and network configurations ensures end-to-end visibility, consistency control and advanced automation. Additionally, our unique 360° DNS security solution 
protects data confidentiality and application access from anywhere at any time. Companies rely on us to help control the risks and reduce the complexity of challenges they face with modern key 
IT initiatives such as cloud applications, virtualization, and mobility. Institutions across a variety of industries and government sectors worldwide rely on our offerings to assure business continuity, 
reduce operating costs and increase the management efficiency of their network and security teams.
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